
 

 

Self-Standing Anti-Microbial versatile shields launched to aid 
prevention of virus transmissions 

 

 
 

Solution encourages much required protection for front-line interface or employees at 
indoor public places  

 
Dubai, UAE 06 April,2020: Global manufacturing company justright, delivering 
manufacturing solutions across business verticals has recently expanded its offering by 
speeding up its product development and rolling out one of the region’s first anti-bacterial 
barrier for use across public places. This made in UAE solution, in the form of acrylic sheets 
and named rightSHEET™AM, is a unique compound formulated to make the non-porous 

surface which acts as a protective shield to protect surfaces and prevent infections from 
spreading.  
 
Headquartered in JAFZA since the past 20 years, Just Right has launched these green sheets 
just as public and private entities look for protective measures to curtail the spread of the 
fast spreading virus. The product has been conceptualized and introduced as self- standing, 
easy to erect on countertops, in addition to customization possibilities to suit specific 
applications. 
 
Commenting on the foray of the solution, Founder of justright FZCO, Nilesh Jain, said: 
“Given the current global health emergency; both local and global authorities are doing 
their outright best to control the situation. We decided to act quickly to introduce a solution 
to suit present requirements. With a sizeable number of communities where people are 



 

 

vulnerable and could be exposed to infections, the installation of these acrylic shields could 
play a key role in refraining the virus from spreading. The solution provides long term 
protection.”  
 
 “At justright, we are committed to support communities and this real-time launch with a 
no profit philosophy for the solution reaffirms our promise. While it's not always easy to see 
day-to-day results of manufacturing engaged in chemical business in daily life, it's often the 
simplest things that make a significant impact least where we notice. As we make these 
protective acrylic sheets available, we continue to serve and support the nation as our core 
duty to bring about effective solutions now and for the future”, concluded Mr. Jain.  
 
The solution is endorsed by global brands such as Tesco and Walmart, St. George Hospital 
and Morissons to name a few. It is a certified green product and can be conveniently 
installed across various locations, including medical centers, hospitals, pharmacies, offices, 
supermarkets, banks and any other location where there is a need to interact closer than 
the stated social distancing guidelines. With over 2000+ supermarkets and groceries in the 
UAE alone in addition to pharmacies, clinics, and other essential services, it adds up to a 
sizeable number of outlets where people at both sides of the transaction are exposed and 
vulnerable.  The installation of these shields will keep the virus from spreading without 
disrupting services.  
 
 
About the rightSHEET™AM 

rightSHEET™AM is produced from active anti-microbial material, a synthetic polymer 
material with an integrated active ingredient infused into these anti-microbial sheets which 
fortifies the sheet against microbial growth. These food-grade and nonporous antimicrobial 
acrylic sheets kill microorganisms or stops their growth and spread providing lasting and 
effective results against harmful bacteria, fungi, mold and more importantly all viruses by 
upto 99.99%.  This process is tested and verified by multiple world-renowned organizations   
 
About justright FZCO 

justright FZCO is a home-grown company, incorporated in 1999 and operating in JAFZA 
with several business verticals including manufacturing aluminum composite panels (ACP) 
and acrylic, providing construction and recycling solutions. The business is divided into three 
key industries: Advertisement & Signage, Building & Construction, Safety & Security, and 
Green solutions for sustainability.  
 

In addition to UAE, the company has joint ventures and operations in the United States 
(New Jersey), and South Africa. justright FZCO is the proud recipient of ‘Plastics Recycling 
Company of the Year’ at Middle East Waste and Recycling Awards in 2018. 
 
To learn more about this solution, please reach out to info@justrightinc.com. 
Visit www.justrightinc.com 
 
Gulf News 
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Global Trend Monitor 

https://globaltrendmonitor.com/2020/04/08/self-standing-anti-microbial-versatile-shields-
launched-to-aid-prevention-of-virus-transmissions/ 
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https://www.zawya.com/mena/en/press-
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